
 

Waukesha Bible Church is a family of families seeking to live in the Storyline of the Bible.  She is determined by design to have 

a God-centered, Christ-exalting worship; a Word-centered teaching focused on personal discipleship through intentional and 

systematic instruction; a Global-impacting mission that resolves to be a church planting church; and a Grace-based 

fellowship where disciples are invited to live under a reigning grace characterized by a Gospel-driven sanctification that 

celebrates a divine monergism to the Christian life. 

 

Greetings: 
 
The study that Pastor Pat brings on Sunday mornings is a reflection of the study for that 
week.  It represents a lot of research.  Not all of what he has prepared is communicated.  
In an attempt to continue the learning process, he is making available his study notes to 
the congregation. 
 
They are edited, but not “book” ready.  To the critical eye mistakes can be found.  So he 
asks that you take the material with humility, teach-ability, and charity. 
 
Enjoy and if you should have any questions or corrections, please do not hesitate to 
email him at pastorpat@waukeshabible.org. 
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Title:  “We Have an Anchor” 
Text:  Heb. 5:11-6:20 
 
Theme:  
Jesus Christ as our great High Priest is the anchor of our soul providing us with the hope of 
certainty and assurance. 
 
Introduction:  
When I taught High School Bible my students often travelled to New York City for mission 
trips and class graduation trips. Perhaps the most popular gift item for our guests was the ten-
dollar Rolex watch and Oakley Sunglasses. Virtually all of our students would take at least one 
home with them. They look real, so long as you don’t look too closely, but don’t rely on one to 
function or keep as the genuine article. As far as watches and sunglasses go, they aren’t even 
worth the ten dollars one pays for them. These fake Rolexes and Oakleys exist for one reason 
only: somewhere there are real Rolexes and Oakleys. If it weren’t for the real thing, there 
wouldn’t be a market for the pretenders. 
 
The same can be said of so much of what passes for religion or professing Christianity. They 
look real, so long as you don’t look too closely.  But the only reason most of them exist is as a 
stand in for the real deal. If there wasn’t something real out there, there wouldn’t be a market 
for the pretenders.  
 
Our text speaks to the real thing.  Consider with me the following thought as it is brought out 
in Hebrews 5:11-6:20. 
 
Outline: 

 
I. Those who do not accept Jesus as the High Priest after the order of Melchizedek are 

infants (5:10-14). 
 

10  being designated by God as a high priest according to the order of Melchizedek. 
11  Concerning him we have much to say, and it is hard to explain, since you have become dull of 

hearing. 
12  For [Gar] though by this time you ought to be teachers, you have need again for someone to teach 

you the elementary principles of the oracles of God, and you have come to need milk and not solid 
food. 

13  For [Gar] everyone who partakes only of milk is not accustomed to the word of righteousness, for he 
is an infant. 

14  But [De] solid food is for the mature, who because of practice have their senses trained to discern 
good and evil. 

 
A. The importance of the subject matter – Melchizedek (v. 10a) 

 
It is the likeness of Jesus as high priest to Melchizedek that the author has in mind. He is ready to discuss 
that but for the fear that the reader may fail to grasp his meaning, for he will run counter to the usual 
Jewish ideas. Hence he pauses to stir up the interest of the readers (Heb 5:11-6:20) before going on with 
the argument (Heb 7:1-28).1 
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Remember, the larger context for this warning passage is the application of Melchizedek to the 
superiority of Jesus Christ.   
 

• 5:1-10  Jesus is a High Priest according to the Priesthood of Melchizedek 

• 7:1-10  The Priesthood of Melchizedek is superior to the line of Levi 

• 7:11-28 The Priesthood of Melchizedek is superior to the line of Aaron 
 
If this point is missed, then Jesus cannot be a High Priest and His position/role is invalid and 
discredited. 

B. The inability of some to understand – dull of hearing (vv. 10b-14) 
 
The word “dull” [nothros] occurs only twice in the NT.  Both occurrences are in the Book of 
Hebrews and both are in this warning passage (Heb. 5:11; 6:12).  It has the idea of lazy. 
 

Concerning him we have much to say, and it is hard to explain, since you have become dull of hearing. 
(Heb. 5:11) 
 
so that you will not be sluggish, but imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit the 
promises. (Heb. 6:12) 

 
This idea of having a sluggish or dull heart is found throughout the Gospels. 
 

13 Therefore I speak to them in parables; because while seeing they do not see, and while hearing they do 
not hear, nor do they understand. 14 In their case the prophecy of Isaiah is being fulfilled, which says, 
'YOU WILL KEEP ON HEARING, BUT WILL NOT UNDERSTAND; YOU WILL KEEP ON SEEING, 
BUT WILL NOT PERCEIVE; 15 FOR THE HEART OF THIS PEOPLE HAS BECOME DULL, WITH THEIR 
EARS THEY SCARCELY HEAR, AND THEY HAVE CLOSED THEIR EYES, OTHERWISE THEY 
WOULD SEE WITH THEIR EYES, HEAR WITH THEIR EARS, AND UNDERSTAND WITH THEIR 
HEART AND RETURN, AND I WOULD HEAL THEM.' 16 But blessed are your eyes, because they see; 
and your ears, because they hear. (Matt. 13:13-16) 
 
After looking around at them with anger, grieved at their hardness of heart, He said to the man, "Stretch 
out your hand." And he stretched it out, and his hand was restored. (Mark 3:5) 
 
And Jesus, aware of this, said to them, "Why do you discuss the fact that you have no bread? Do you not 
yet see or understand? Do you have a hardened heart? (Mark 8:17) 
 
But their minds were hardened; for until this very day at the reading of the old covenant the same veil 
remains unlifted, because it is removed in Christ. (2 Cor. 3:14) 
 
18 being darkened in their understanding, excluded from the life of God because of the ignorance that is in 
them, because of the hardness of their heart;  19 and they, having become callous, have given themselves 
over to sensuality for the practice of every kind of impurity with greediness. (Eph. 4:18, 19) 

 
If we seek to understand the meaning of dull or sluggish based on the larger context of the 
book, then we should understand the word to mean unbelief or a lack of faith (3:8-19; 4:2).  
Such people are infants in contrast to adults. 
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Infants are described as those who . . .  

• Dull of hearing (5:11b) 

• Are not ready to teach (5:12a) 

• Must be taught (5:12b) 

• Can only use milk and cannot chew sold food (5:12c) 

• Are unskilled in the word of righteousness (5:13a) 

• Are babes (5:13b) 
 
The mature are described as those who . . .  

• Are teachers (5:12a) 

• Can eat solid food (5:12c) 

• Are skilled in the word of righteousness (5:13) 

• Are of full age (5:14a) 

• Have exercised their senses to discern both good and evil (5:14b) 
 
In contrasting the two groups of listeners, the call is to press forward and to move on. 
 

II. Those who accept Jesus as the High Priest after the order of Melchizedek should 
continue to move forward with that truth (6:1-3). 

 
6:1 Therefore [Dio] leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press on to maturity, not 

laying again a foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God, 
2 of instruction about washings and laying on of hands, and the resurrection of the dead and eternal 
judgment. 

3 And this we will do, if God permits. 
 
Not only are there two groups of listeners, but there is also two types of instruction.  The two 
types of instruction are not set against each other as if one is good and the other evil, but rather 
sequential.  One is foundation and absolutely necessary before the other can be laid.  One is 
described as “milk” and the other “solid food.” 
 

A. The first principles of the oracles of God – Milk 
 

a. The elementary teaching about the Christ. 
 
What is this truth?  The first truth understands Jesus as the great High Priest after the order of 
Melchizedek.  If this truth is not embraced and accepted, then nothing else can be added. 
 

b. The appropriation of this truth is seen in the following “acts” 
 

The metaphor is common (1Co 3:11) and the foundation is important, but one cannot be laying the 
foundation always if he is to build the house. There are six items mentioned here as part of the 
"foundation," though the accusative didachên in apposition with themelion may mean that there are only 
four included in the themelion.2 
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i. Repentance from dead works and of faith toward God, 
ii. Instruction about washings and laying on of hands,  
iii. And the resurrection of the dead and eternal judgment. 

 
B. Let us press on to maturity – Solid food (compare 6:1 w/ 6:3 – “If God permits”). 

 
Because of the argument already made about the difficulty of the subject and the dulness of the readers. 
Let us cease to speak (aphentes ton logon). Second aorist active participle of aphiêmi, to leave off or 
behind.3 

 
The idea of perseverance is based on preservation.  I am preserved by God, thus I persevere.  
For example, with the ending of harvest we think of preserving our produce.  My wife grew 
up in a home where they canned their harvested foods.  When a food item is canned, it is 
preserved.  Because the food item has been preserved, it perseveres.  No food item continues 
for long if it has not been properly preserved. 
 
No one grows who is not first born.  The born grow.  We make Christian maturity this magical 
idea when in reality it is normal.  It is immaturity that is impossible.  Even the most 
unintentionally born person grows.  However, we believe, along with the author of Hebrews, 
that our growth can and should be intentional.   
 
Hebrews 5:14 uses the word “exercised.”  It is a perfect passive participle from which we get 
our word gymnastics.  The word gymnast conjures up the image of an elite athlete with a 
chiseled body and a minimal amount of body fat, if any.  Gymnasts are specialized and 
intentional.  The passive voice makes the idea of exercise interesting.  We are not prescribing 
the exercise, but are the one exercised.  As one who is submersed in truth, when circumstances 
present themselves one is able to judge the experience through the lens of Story.  Those 
elements that come into our lives exercise us, and because of being mature we are able to judge 
them correctly based on Story. 
 

It is not an idle form with the author. He means that he will go on with the argument and not attempt to 
lay again the foundation (the elements).4 

 
The author’s intent is to continue his instruction in solid food. 
 

III. Nothing more is needed for the Christian life than what is already present in Jesus 
Christ (6:4-6). 

 
4 For [Gar] in the case of those who have once been enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly gift and 
have been made partakers of the Holy Spirit, 5 and have tasted the good word of God and the powers of 
the age to come, 6 and then have fallen away, it is impossible to renew them again to repentance, since 
they again crucify to themselves the Son of God and put Him to open shame. (Heb. 6:4-6) 

 
The idea addresses those who have heard the truth concerning Jesus Christ, but refuses to 
believe what is said concerning Him.  It would seem what is referenced here are the first 
principles and elementary principles of Christ.  The author speaks of the impossibility of once 
being born to undo the birth or to be born again and again.  Why is this impossible?  It is 
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impossible since the Son of God cannot be crucified again.  His work happened once and 
cannot nor will not be repeated.  This is a primary argument in the Book of Hebrews.  Jesus is 
the one and only High Priest who offers Himself once to answer the justice of God and cancel 
the debt of sin.  What He does, He does once and for all. 
 

And then fell away (kai parapesontas). No "then" here, though the second aorist (effective) active 
participle of parapiptô, old verb to fall beside (aside), means that. Only here in N.T. In Ga 5:4 we have tês 
charitos exepesate (ye fell out of grace, to law, Paul means).5 

 
This particular word for falling away is used only here in the New Testament.  The idea is 
found throughout the New Testament, but this particular word is used only here.  I will speak 
to the idea of falling away.  First, falling away presupposes a position held or maintained.  You 
cannot fall off the chair unless you are first sitting on the chair.  Second, if you think of our 
Lord’s ministry He did many signs and wonders (Hebrews 2:4 with Matthew 8, 9).  The 
multitude heard Him and saw His works, yet from this lofty and privileged position they 
rejected Him and failed to embrace Him as the fulfillment of the Seed Promise.   
 
If they reject Him, then there is no other option.  This is the point. 
 

IV. Encouraging one another day by day (vv. 7-12 [cf. 3:13]) 
 

A. The issue is one of soils (vv. 7, 8) 
 

7 For [Gar] ground that drinks the rain which often falls on it and brings forth vegetation useful to those 
for whose sake it is also tilled, receives a blessing from God; 8 but [De] if it yields thorns and thistles, it is 
worthless and close to being cursed, and it ends up being burned. (Heb. 6:7, 8) 

 
B. If you are looking to Jesus as your great High Priest, then you should have no 

fear (vv. 9-12). 
 
The author lists the things that accompany salvation. 
 

i. A Public love 
 

9 But [De], beloved, we are convinced of better things concerning you, and things that accompany 
salvation, though we are speaking in this way. 

10 For [Gar] God is not unjust so as to forget your work and the love which you have shown toward His 
name, in having ministered and in still ministering to the saints. 

 
ii. A Ready Hope 

 
11 And [De] we desire that each one of you show the same diligence so as to realize the full assurance of 
hope until the end, 

 
The idea of “diligence” is speed or haste, to give attentiveness to the task at hand.  The verb 
spoudazo is used in Hebrews 4:11 and 2 Peter 1:10.  It is from the same root word/family as 
our word diligence in Hebrews 6:11. 
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Wherefore (dio). Because of the exhortation and argument in verses 2Pe 1:5-9. Give the more diligence 
(mâllon spoudasate). "Become diligent (first aorist ingressive active imperative of spoudazô as in 2Ti 2:15; 
2Pe 1:15) the more" (mallon, not less). To make (poieisthai). Present middle infinitive of poieô, to make for 
yourselves. Calling and election (klêsin kai eklogên). Both words (klêsin, the invitation, eklogên, actual 
acceptance). See for eklogê 1Th 1:4; Ro 9:11. If ye do (poiountes). Present active circumstantial 
(conditional) participle of poieô, "doing." Ye shall never stumble (ou mê ptaisête pote). Strong double 
negative (ou mê pote) with first aorist active subjunctive of ptaiô, old verb to stumble, to fall as in Jas 2:10; 
3:2.6 

 
The thought of full assurance is also mentioned in Hebrews 10:22. 
 

21 and since we have a great priest over the house of God, 22 let us draw near with a sincere heart in full 

assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and our bodies washed 
with pure water. 23 Let us hold fast the confession of our hope without wavering, for He who promised is 
faithful; 24 and let us consider how to stimulate one another to love and good deeds, 25 not forsaking our 
own assembling together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging one another; and all the more as you 
see the day drawing near. (Heb. 10:21-25) 

 
The language is similar to our text.  This text immediately precedes the fourth warning 
passage (10:26-31).  As believers we can have confidence concerning our end.  But in what or 
whom are we placing our confidence?  If our argument for assurance rests on what we have or 
have not done, then it is misplaced. 
 

iii. A Sentinel Faith 
 

12 so that [Hina] you will not be sluggish, but imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit 
the promises. 

 
In contrast to those who are dull or sluggish, the believing is like sentinels who are standing 
guard over their faith.  They are protecting the promise. 
 

C. God’s promises are sure (vv. 13-20). 
 
What God begins, He will finish.  If Jesus is your High Priest, then your hope is both sure and 
steadfast.  When Jesus is your High Priest, you soul is anchored to Him and you will not drift 
from Him.  Remember, for us to have a degree of clarity concerning this passage it is helpful to 
begin at the end. 
 

13 For [Gar] when God made the promise to Abraham, since He could swear by no one greater, He swore 
by Himself, 14 saying, "I WILL SURELY BLESS YOU AND I WILL SURELY MULTIPLY YOU." 
15 And so, having patiently waited, he obtained the promise. 
16 For [Gar] men swear by one greater than themselves, and with them an oath given as confirmation is an 
end of every dispute. 17 In the same way God, desiring even more to show to the heirs of the promise the 
unchangeableness of His purpose, interposed with an oath, 
18 so that [Hina] by two unchangeable things in which it is impossible for God to lie, we who have taken 
refuge would have strong encouragement to take hold of the hope set before us. 19 This hope we have as 
an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and steadfast and one which enters within the veil, 20 where Jesus 
has entered as a forerunner for us, having become a high priest forever according to the order of 
Melchizedek. (Heb. 6:13-20) 
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This entire passage rests on God’s unchanging character and thus His inability to lie.  What we 
now see in Jesus as the great High Priest and enjoy because of this is built on a promise He 
made to Abraham.  The protection and proliferation of Israel is based on an ancient promise. 
 
How certain are we that God’s promises will not fail?  The only way for His promise to fail is 

for God to fail.  If we have fled to Him as our refuge, then we can be encouraged.  The Greek 
word is our English word “fugitive.”  It is the same root word as “escape” in Hebrews 2:3 and 
12:25.  My sin makes me a death dealer, but I have fled to a city of refuge for safety.  Jesus is 
my eternal High Priest in whom I confidently rest and am free from all fear of retribution from 
my enemy sin. 
 

As an anchor of the soul (hôs agkuran tês psuchês). Old word, literally in Ac 27:29, figuratively here, only 
N.T. examples. The ancient anchors were much like the modern ones with iron hooks to grapple the rocks 
and so hold on to prevent shipwreck (1Ti 1:19). Both sure and steadfast (asphalê te kai bebaian). This 
anchor of hope will not slip (alpha privative and sphallô, to totter) or lose its grip (bebaia, from bainô, to 
go, firm, trusty). That which is within the veil (to esôteron tou katapetasmatos). The Holy of Holies, "the 
inner part of the veil" (the space behind the veil), in N.T. only here and Ac 16:24 (of the inner prison). The 
anchor is out of sight, but it holds. That is what matters.7 

 
Oh what a beautiful picture is provided for us in the biblical text.  Our faith in Christ acts as an 
anchor that has grabbed our Lord Jesus Christ as our great High Priest.  In the language of our 
text we cannot see beyond the veil, but our anchor is hooked into Jesus who stands for us and 
answers for us.  He is the one who keeps me from making shipwreck of my soul.  It is me who 
perseveres, but my Savior who preserves. 
 

As a forerunner (prodromos). Old word used for a spy, a scout, only here in N.T. Jesus has shown us the 
way, has gone on ahead, and is the surety (egguos, Heb 7:22) and guarantor of our own entrance later. In 
point of fact, our anchor of hope with its two chains of God's promise and oath has laid hold of Jesus 
within the veil. It will hold fast. All we need to do is to be true to him as he is to us. A high priest for ever 
(archiereus eis ton aiôna). There he functions as our great high priest, better than Aaron for he is "after the 
order of Melchizedek," the point that now calls for elucidation (Heb 5:10).8 

 
Shepherding the Sheep: (What’s the NEXT STEP?) 

1. Friend, do you know Jesus Christ as your great High Priest? 
2. To what or to whom are you looking to as vindication before the Father? 
3. Today, Let us seek Him today. 
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